
LEARN
ABOUT WOOL
From fibre to fashion

Take your students on the 
journey from the farm to the 
world of high fashion with 
Australian Wool Innovation’s 
LEARN ABOUT WOOL kit. 

Whether investigating wool  
as a material for a fashion 
project, exploring the rich 
history of one of Australia’s 
oldest and most economically 
important agricultural  
industries, or investigating  
the way modern wool 
producers negotiate the 
complex balance of sustainable 
food and fibre production,  
the LEARN ABOUT WOOL  
kit contains plenty of material  
to engage and excite  
students across all ages  
and learning areas.

THE FLEXIBLE CLASSROOM RESOURCE
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For more information or to request your free kit contact: AWI helpine on 1800 070 099 or email 
teacherskit@wool.com

Two sets of factsheets have been 
developed to cater for both younger and 
older students. Each factsheet contains, 
full-colour images that support informative 
text, a glossary to explain industry jargon 
and links for more information.

FACTSHEETS

Three posters have been included to outline the key 
stages in wool processing. Sam the Lamb guides 
younger students through the wool processing 
stages with simple cartoon animations, while older 
students are given a guided tour through the two key 
processing routes: woollen and worsted processing.

WOOL PROCESSING POSTERS

A range of fibre and fabric samples will give 
students a hands-on experience with the  
unique characteristics of Australia’s finest  
natural fibre. Generous fabric samples are  
supported by informative text and images,  
which explains the wool and fabric  
characteristics and potential end uses.

FIBRE AND FABRIC SAMPLES

WHAT’S INSIDE?

The Workboot Series — Wool Resource Kit is a 
complete classroom resource using Australia’s wool 
industry as the context for a range of exciting and 
stimulating lessons and activities across the learning 
areas.

THE WORKBOOT SERIES — WOOL RESOURCE KIT

An 8MB USB drive is included that holds all the Kit 
resources and additional images, videos and PDF 
resources for flexible classroom use.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Merino wool — the highest quality wool, sourced 

from a breed of sheep called Merino.

Glossary

• Wool is a natural fibre — it is grown by sheep 

that live outdoors, graze (eat) pasture and 

drink water.• Wool is biodegradable — when it is thrown out 

it naturally decomposes into soil in a matter of 

years, releasing nurients back into the earth.

• Wool is renewable — every year sheep  

grow a new fleece, making wool a completely 

renewable resource.

  Soft — Merino wool fibres are soft and 

gentle next to your skin.  Elastic — wool clothes stretch with your  

body, yet return to their original shape. 

  Breathable and odour resistant —  

wool can absorb moisture and  

move it away from the body leaving 

less sweat against your skin.  

This means you smell less wearing 

wool, making it the ideal sportswear.
Warm and cool — wool reacts to changes 

in body temperature helping you stay 

warm when the weather is cold, and 

cool when the weather is hot.
Anti–static — wool tends not to create 

static electricity, so it is less likely to 

cling to your body than other fabrics.

  Stain resistant — wool fibres have 

a natural protective outer layer that 

prevents stains from being absorbed. 

  Anti–wrinkle — each wool fibre is like a 

coiled spring that returns to its natural 

shape after being bent. This gives wool 

garments a natural wrinkle resistance. 
  Fire resistant — wool doesn’t melt and 

stick to the skin when it burns, and won’t 

keep burning when the source of the 

flame is taken away.   Sun–safe — a natural barrier against UV. 
  Healthy — wool helps regulate  

your body temperature, helping you 

sleep better.
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Did you know?

Properties of wool

• Australia produces about 345 million kilograms of wool every year — about one quarter of the world’s wool.• The earliest remains of fine wool came from Ancient Greece 
and dates back to the 5th century B.C.• Soldiers, fire fighters, 

astronauts, athletes and mountain climbers all wear wool because of its unique properties.

Fun factsabout wool
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To find out more about wool, take a look at:

• The Workboot Series: The Story of Wool book 

• www.merino.com/en/our–fibre/unique–

properties
• The Woolmark Company YouTube channel: 

www.youtube.com/WoolmarkOnline

• The USB that came with the  

LEARN ABOUT WOOL kit.

More information

odour  resistant

Properties of wool Spinning: spinning machines insert twist into the woollen slubbings and worsted rovings to produce a yarn. These yarns can be woven or knitted to produce fabric.
Ready for sale: when garments are ready for sale they are labelled so consumers know how to care for them.

Spinning — spinning inserts twist 
into the slubbing or roving to create 
yarn. There are three types of yarn:
• Woollen yarns are hairy and contain 

more short fibres and tend to be 
used for jumpers and blankets.

• Worsted yarns use longer fibres 
to produce smoother yarns which 
are used in products like suits.

• Semi-worsted yarns are ‘half way 
between’ woollen and worsted and 
are made by worsted processing 
without the combing stage. These 
yarns can be used in upholstery, 
socks and knitwear.

Weaving  — this is the process of 
interlacing yarns usually at right 
angles to each other.

Woven fabrics are constructed 
using a set of warp yarns which run down the length of the fabric and 
weft yarns that run along the width of the fabric.

Knitting — this is the process of 
interlocking yarns across the width 
of the fabric.

Fabric finishing — woven fabrics 
and knitted fabrics go through 
many different processes to make 
them suitable for end use.
Processes carried out depend 
on the type of fabric and its end 
use but comprise four key stages: 
preparation, washing, drying, 
stabilisation. These processes will 
improve the appearance, handle 
and performance of the fabrics.

Dyeing — dyeing is the process  
of colouring the wool. This can  
be done as loose fibre, yarn, fabrics 
or garments.

Dyes can be natural, such as plant 
materials, or synthetic. Patterns may also be introduced through printing.
Making up — individual panels of 
garments are cut from flat fabric 
and sewn together to form a 
garment. Knitwear panels can be 
shaped on the knitting machine, so 
don’t need cutting. These panels are normally ‘linked’ together instead of 
traditionally sewn.
Ready for sale — after pressing, the garments are ticketed and labelled 
so consumers know how to care 
for their Merino wool garment.

Weaving: weaving is the process of interlacinging yarns to form fabric.
Making up: woven fabrics are cut and sewn to produce garments ready for finishing.

Bales — bags of wool that 
have been pressed and ready 
for sale.

Lanolin — a greasy substance 
coating the wool fibres. 
Vegetation — small pieces  
of plants, such as thistles  
and burrs, which are trapped  
in the fleece on farm. 
Yarn — fibres of wool  
twisted together to form  
a rope-like thread.

Glossary
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For more information about the history of wool in Australia, go to: 
• Beyond the Bale:  

beyondthebale.wool.com
• The Workboot Series: The Story of Wool

More information • www.woolmark.com/learn-about-wool/about-the-fibre

• The Woolmark Company YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/
WoolmarkOnline

• The posters and the USB that came with the LEARN ABOUT WOOL kit.

Wool production starts on  

the farm and finishes as a wide 

range of valuable products  

used across the world.

Sheep — wool production starts 

with the breeding and selection  

of Merino sheep with fine fleece.

Shearing — shearers remove the 

fleece from the sheep. 

Wool handling — wool handlers 

remove any vegetation from the 

fleece and the wool classer grades 

the fleece according to its quality.

Baling and transport —
 wool of  

the same grade is pressed into 

bales. Wool bales are loaded  

onto trucks and taken to the 

warehouse for sale at auction.

Auction — wool is so
ld to the highest 

bidder and sent for processing.

Scouring — fleeces are washed 

to remove dirt, d
ust, sweat and 

wool grease. The wool grease is 

recovered and from this lanolin 

is extracted. Lanolin is used in 

cosmetics and skin care products.

When the wool comes out of the 

scour the fibres are tangled. In 

order to spin the fibres they must 

be untangled by carding, which 

opens the tufts (tangled groups 

of fibres) and blends them into a 

uniform web.

The carded wool is ready to 

process through one of tw
o 

routes: woollen or worsted.

In the woollen process th
e carded 

web of fibres is s
plit in

to many strip
s 

which are rubbed into slubbings 

(delicate yarn-like threads) re
ady  

for spinning into yarn.

The worsted process forms the 

carded web into a sliver of fibres, 

which is made into tops (gilling 

and combing) then drawn down 

into fine rovings ready for spinning.

• A professional shearer can 

remove the entire fleece in  

less than five minutes.Did you know?

From fibre to fashion: Australian Merino wool goes through a number of processes from the 

farm to the fashion stores.

• Merino wool, produced 

on Australian farms, is 

processed and made into 

products that end up in 

retail stores all around  

the world.

• There are two main types  

of wool processing systems  

— woollen and worsted.

• Most of Australia’s  

high-quality Merino wool 

is processed through the 

worsted system and made 

into high-quality fashion 

garments.

Fast fa
cts

Wool – from farm to fashion

Shearing

Scouring

Topmaking

Wool auction

Baling

Wool handling

LEARN ABOUT WOOL
Woollen-spun woven

LEARN ABOUT WOOL
Woollen-spun woven

Example end products

LEARN ABOUT WOOL
Worsted-spun woven twill

LEARN ABOUT WOOL
Worsted-spun woven twill

Example end products

LEARN ABOUT WOOL
Worsted-spun-fine knit rib

LEARN ABOUT WOOL
Worsted-spun fine-knit rib

Example end products

The Workboot Series – Wool Resource Kit

© Kondinin Information Services Pty Ltd 1800 677 761
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W  hat to do

You will need:

❑		The Story 
of Wool

❑		Activity page 

48 Wonderful, 

renewable wool 

❑		Access to a 
library and/o

r 

the internet

❑		Pens or pen
cils.

Wool — a renewable resource

1. Ask students to read about natural fibres on page 49 of The STory 

of Wool.

2. Discuss with students the difference between a renewable resource 

and a non-renewable resource.

3. Brainstorm renewable resources and discuss their advantages.

4. Brainstorm non-renewable resources and discuss ways in which we 

can conserve these.  

 For example: Recycling and re-using.

5. Call out, or write on the board, examples of natural resources and 

ask students to classify them as renewable or non-renewable.

6. Students complete Activity page 48, Wonderful, renewable wool.  

They could use the library or the internet to help with their research.

Learning Area: Studies of Society and Environment  Level: 3  Strand: Resources  

Substrand: Use of resources  Outcome: 3.10.

m

Backgroundinformation

     Advantages of
 renewable resource

s:

• Lower dependenc
e on fossil en

ergy sources

• Allows for more careful m
anagement of non-re

newable resource
s

• Biological deg
radability

• Maintenance of
 natural base

s of life  — soil, water and air

• Reduction of e
nvironmental stress.

Ways to conser
ve non-renew

able resource
s (in order of

 importance):

• Reduce — buy less and
 use less.  In

corporates co
mmon sense idea

s 

such as turni
ng off lights 

and taking sh
orter showers.

• Re-use — use the sam
e item more than once

 rather than 
throwing 

it out, such a
s re-using pla

stic bags.

• Recycle — take something old an
d make it into so

mething new.

Extra activities

• Identify the long-term effects that overusing and wasting our natural 

resources has on habitats, animals and humans.  

 For example: Over-clearing land for cropping could contribute to 

loss of habitats for native animals, salinity and erosion.  

• Introduce the three Rs (reduce, re-use, recycle) and explore ways 

students can implement these at home.  Students design a poster for 

the three Rs.

T H E  C O M P L E T E  C L A S S  R E S O U R C E

Resource Kit

T H E  W O R K B O O T  S E R I E S

Resource Kit
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This Resource Kit has been developed through 

a co-operative effort between the education 

sector and the wool industry.  Kondinin Group 

is dedicated to working with industry and 

education groups to provide high-quality 

resources that give children an opportunity to 

learn about important aspects of Australian life.

Kondinin Group is an agricultural information, 

research and publishing organisation.  The 

Workboot Series was created by Kondinin 

Group as an educational resource and further 

books and kits are being developed.

Since we rely on sales of this kit to fund further 

resources we would appreciate your respect of 

the copyright which applies to this kit.

Kondinin Group welcomes feedback from 

children, educators, librarians and parents.  

If you have found THE WORKBOOT SERIES – WOOL 

RESOURCE KIT valuable please let others know 

about it.

If you would like more information 

on the Workboot Series or would 

like to share your ideas on how to 

improve these resources, please 

phone Kondinin Group 

on 1800 677 761 or visit 

www.kondinin.com.au

THE WORKBOOT SERIES – WOOL RESOURCE KIT is one of several Teacher 

Resource Kits in Kondinin Group’s innovative collection of educational 

materials about Australia’s primary industries.

The Workboot Series provides quality, non-fiction books and 

teaching resources that allow children to discover where their food 

and clothing comes from and to learn about primary industries and 

important aspects of Australian life.

Based on the popular WORKBOOT SERIES – THE STORY OF WOOL book, 

this Resource Kit includes ready-to-use lesson notes, activity pages 

and resource sheets for seven of the eight key learning areas, putting 

a term’s work at your fingertips.
Each lesson is linked to the National Outcome Profiles to assist with 

planning, and comprehensive background information, answers 

and extra activities are included.
Blunnie the Workboot and cheeky cartoon sheep characters caper 

through the beautifully designed activity pages, and these are 

ready to copy for student use.
These resources have been written by teachers using practical 

information from teachers, industry groups and education 

consultants across Australia.  
The WOOL RESOURCE KIT is another quality educational 

product from Kondinin Group.Order your Workboot Series resources from 

Kondinin Group on 1800 677 761 or online 

at www.kondinin.com.au
Discounts are available on class sets. 

Please check availability first before 

making your order.

9 781876 068592

Resource Kit
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Resource Kit

WOOL
Resource Kits in Kondinin Group’s innovative collection of educational 

The Workboot Series provides quality, non-fiction books and 

teaching resources that allow children to discover where their food 

and clothing comes from and to learn about primary industries and 
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Modern wool production in Australia is usually carried out on family farms.  Australian wool producers look after their sheep carefully so they produce as much high-quality wool as possible.
Wool properties are usually passed on from one generation to the next.  This means when children grow up they often take over their parents’ farm.  Some properties have passed down through many generations of one family. 

Since the 1950s, changes in wool marketing and technology have meant that smaller properties have tended to be replaced by bigger properties.  This usually 

happens when one producer buys other nearby properties.
Sometimes companies buy properties. These properties are run by managers who work for the company, but do not own the land.  Large corporate farms have many staff, while family farms have less staff.
Wool producers who own their own properties don’t get a regular wage like staff who work for a company – they only get money when they sell products such as wool or lambs. 
Wool producers who own their properties need to plan carefully to ensure this irregular income lasts throughout the year.
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.Wool production is often carried out by families who have produced wool for generationsModern wool producers

High-rainfall vs low-rainfall 
wool production

Wool producers in Australia manage their fl ocks depending on the amount of rainfall they receive and the types of pastures they can grow.  
Wool producers in high-rainfall areas can grow better quality pastures with nutritious grasses and legumes, such as lucerne and clover.  Producers in areas that receive less rainfall rely on lower-quality pastures and graze their sheep on native grasses and shrubs.

Properties in high-rainfall areas tend to be smaller than those in low-rainfall areas.  Producers in low-rainfall areas can still run a similar total number of sheep, but run less sheep per hectare as there is less food available.

Low-rainfall wool production

High-rainfall wool production
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Primary factsheets Secondary factsheets


